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 JONATHAN STOCK

 A Historical Account of the

 Chinese Two-Stringed Fiddle
 Erhu *

 1. INTRODUCTION

 THE erhu is a dominant form of two-stringed spike fiddle currently
 found throughout China and in Chinese communities overseas. It is

 used by professional accompanists in regional dramatic music, by
 amateurs as part of various recreational instrumental ensemble styles, by
 street beggars and, over the last seventy years, by conservatory-trained
 musicians in a growing repertoire of concert solos, ensembles and
 orchestral music. Although previous research, principally by Dr
 Laurence Picken, has addressed early forms of Chinese friction-
 chordophone (see Picken, 1965; Wolpert, 1974), little has been written
 about the subsequent proliferation and development by Chinese
 musicians of these instrumental types. Furthermore, the opening of
 mainland China to Western researchers and the expanding scope of
 Chinese musicology during the last ten years have resulted in the
 appearance of material which sheds new light upon the early history of
 Chinese two-stringed fiddles. It is thus now possible to reassess the
 origins of Chinese bowed instruments, and to consider the rise of the
 erhu, the most commonly encountered form of two-stringed fiddle in
 contemporary China. Before doing so, however, those unfamiliar with
 this instrument may find helpful a brief description of its appearance,
 construction and manner of performance (see also Thrasher, 1984).

 * Chinese terms cited in this article have been romanized following the pinyin
 system (see Glossary, p.107). Personal names are written in the standard
 Chinese fashion, i.e. surname first. For non-Chinese instruments (e.g. qobuz),
 spellings follow those used in The New Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments
 (London, 1984).
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 FIG. 1. Sketch of a typical modern Erhu, with bow detached.
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 2. APPEARANCE, CONSTRUCTION, AND PERFORMANCE

 OF THE MODERN ERHU

 The wooden soundbox of an erhu is diametrically pierced by a long,
 rounded wooden neck (see Fig. 1). Two steel strings are fastened to the
 protruding lower end of this pole and then, by means of a small bamboo
 bridge, are passed over the snakeskin face of the hexagonal soundbox.
 After being constrained by a loop of cord, the strings are wound onto
 tuning pegs, which are themselves dorsally inserted into the upper part
 of the neck. Bow hair made from horsetail is fed between the strings
 before being reattached to the bamboo bowstick, a practice which
 decisively affects performance technique and, thus, the musical style of
 the erhu.

 Additional features may include a rest below the soundbox, a small
 piece of material wedged below the bridge with the aim of deadening
 unwanted vibrations and sometimes a small fine-tuning device fixed to
 the shorter string. The top of the pole may be shaped and headed with
 bone or carved into the likeness of a creature's head. The cavity at the
 rear of the soundbox is generally ornamented with wooden lattice-
 work. A violin-style frog is now incorporated on the bows of good
 instruments.

 A standard erhu stands approximately 79 cm high, excluding any rest,
 and the hexagonally-faced body measures 10 cm in diameter and 13 cm
 from snakeskin front to latticed rear. Manufacturers have frequently
 experimented with different sizes, shapes and materials, such as tubular
 soundboxes made from bamboo, but the typical design described here is
 accepted-as standard by players and craftsmen alike.

 The majority of these standard instruments are made in factories, of
 which the most renowned are those in Beijing, Shanghai and Suzhou. In
 both Shanghai and Suzhou, factories were formed in the movement of
 collectivism after the Communist Party gained power in 1949.1* This
 was done by amalgamating private workshops, often of long and
 illustrious tradition. Although the majority of instruments are
 principally machine-made on a production line, each factory still
 employs a number of older craftsmen who hand-make or hand-finish
 specialist instruments whilst instructing younger apprentices.

 To construct an erhu, the craftsman begins by cutting strips of
 imported padouk wood into planks of appropriate sizes for the body (six
 pieces), neck and tuning pegs. The pieces are smoothed by hand, with
 particular attention paid to the edges of the body. The tuning pegs are

 * For endnotes, see p. 110 ff.
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 carved, and holes for them are bored into the upper part of the shaped
 neck and for the neck itself in two of the six body segments. Further
 stages involve gluing the body parts together and affixing the stretched
 sheet of python skin. The bow is simply-fashioned, the bamboo rod
 being shaped over heat, and horsehair attached at both ends through a
 variety of methods. Finally, the complete instrument will be assembled
 and tested. Normally this process is spread over the period of a month or
 more, allowing glued parts to dry thoroughly. Assuming he devoted his
 undivided attention to the fashioning of high quality instruments, a
 skilled worker would be able to finish, stage by stage, a batch of thirty
 instruments in six weeks. Craftsmen generally specialise in one
 particular instrument, although some also supervise the hand-finishing
 of lower quality production line models. It is usual for a high quality erhu
 to be built entirely by one man and signed by him upon its completion.

 The longer of the two strings, which is tuned to a lower pitch, is
 nearer to the player's body when the erhu is held in performance
 position and is termed the inner string. The higher pitched string is
 known as the outer string. The strings are normally tuned a perfect fifth
 apart, most regularly to d' and a' respectively. Such a tuning yields an
 effective compass of two and a half octaves (see Fig. 2).

 1-8 vi-,

 A- - AMi i

 a) Tuning of open strings. b) Effective compass.

 FIG. 2. Standard tuning and effective compass of the modern Erhu.

 In order to produce these notes, the base of the instrument is rested

 upon the performer's upper left thigh with the snakeskin facing
 diagonally to the front and right. The right hand draws the bow back and

 forth, selecting either the higher or the lower string by exerting varied
 finger pressure on the bow hair (see Pls. VII (a) and (b)). Performance on
 only one string at a time is a basic feature of erhu music.2 (Pizzicato is
 relatively rarely used.) Meanwhile, the left hand supports the erhu's neck,
 changing position as required to bring higher or lower pitches within the
 reach ofthe fingers. Both strings are fingered simultaneously, and all four
 fingers of the left hand may be employed to stop the strings. The fingers
 press lightly on the strings; they do not push them all the way back to touch

 the neck. A full description of erhu technique may be found in Stock
 (1991, pp. 153-194).
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 3. CLASSIFICATION AND DISTRIBUTION

 Traditional Chinese organology classified instruments according to the
 'eight [sources of] sounds' or bayin: metal, stone, silk, bamboo, gourd,
 earth, hide and wood (Kaufmann, 1976, pp. 156-7; De Woskin, 1982,
 pp. 52-3; see also Kartomi, 1990, pp. 37-9). In this classificatory system
 the material Chinese scholars deemed most significant in the sound
 production of an instrument decided the category to which it belonged.
 The erhu, which originally had strings of silk, was thus a member of the
 silk category. It was also classed as a folk instrument, rather than as a
 refined one suitable for use in court rituals. In the West, the Sachs/

 Hornbostel system classifies the instrument as a spike lute, sounded by
 bowing with a bow (321.31-71), being a variety of the handle lute class
 of composite chordophones (Hornbostel & Sachs, 1961, p. 23). More
 conveniently, this name may be summarised as 'spike fiddle'. The spike
 here refers to the lower end of the handle or neck of the instrument,

 which transfixes the soundbox to emerge at the erhu's base. In the case of
 the modern erhu, this spike is vestigial, functioning only as a convenient
 stub to which the strings may be attached but on other instruments of
 this kind, the spike acts as a support for the instrument during
 performance.

 The spike fiddle is currently indigenous to many cultures, ranging
 from Japan to Mauritania and from Indonesia to Turkey. In many of
 these countries the instrument is considered to have been imported,
 perhaps by Islamic traders and settlers from the Near East. The arrival of

 the spike fiddle in China is a point of some contention and will be
 discussed below. Many different forms of spike fiddle are found in
 China, the erhu being a name given fairly recently to the most prominent
 of them. In order to control the length of the following historical review

 however, discussion of other Chinese forms of spike fiddle has only
 been included when the development of these instruments impinged
 directly upon that of the erhu itself or when documented historical
 factors pertaining to an alternative fiddle form provide a possible
 explanation of factors also relevant to the erhu.

 4. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

 (i) Introduction

 In the discussion below, recourse has been made to historical records,
 poetry, literature, folk stories, paintings, sculptures, preserved
 instruments, philological data and ethnomusicological theory as
 appropriate. However, much of this evidence must be treated
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 cautiously. In the case of terminology, the same name, simultaneously
 or subsequently, may be applied to more than one instrument; the same
 instrument may be given more than one name or may change radically
 whilst retaining its original name; or the name of an instrument may
 change whilst it retains its basic characteristics. The interpretation of
 iconographic and poetic sources, for their part, rests on the (normally
 unknown) assumptions that the artist or poet is both familiar with the
 instrument in question and desires to portray it accurately.

 Since many different instrumental forms are mentioned below, the
 most important early citations of key instruments have been abstracted
 and arranged in Table 1. General comments concerned with the means
 of string excitation employed and the use of each instrument by certain
 people or in certain kinds of music have been added where available,
 and the date and name of the early source which contains this
 information (and/or a contemporary reference discussing it) have been
 provided. Further details of each of these instruments and sources is
 given in the account below.

 The first part of the following account considers the origin and
 format of bowed instruments in ancient China. The second examines

 the subsequent adaptation and popularisation of the two-stringed fiddle
 form during the thirteenth to seventeenth centuries. The historical
 account is brought up to 1992 in the third section, which covers the rise

 of the two-stringed fiddle to a position of some prominence in many
 musical genres. Finally, brief attention is paid to the aesthetic identity of
 the fiddle form within China, and to Chinese perceptions of the erhu's
 future.

 (ii) Ingress or invention? Up to A.D. 1279

 This section examines the antecedents of the erhu and the introduction

 of the concept of bowing in China. It attempts to answer the question of
 whether the bowed spike fiddle was imported to China as a self-
 contained, sound-producing device or was assembled there from pre-
 existing but discrete elements. Consideration is given to the cultural
 stimuli and geographical routes that could have contributed to the rise

 of such an instrument. Before these, however, the etymology of the
 name erhu itself and relevant folk stories and legends are briefly
 inspected.

 Chinese etymology declares the erhu an instrument introduced by the
 'Hu', the 'Barbarians of the North and West'. The name erhu is derived

 from the older but not archaic term huqin, which may be literally
 translated as 'barbarian [hu] string instrument [qin]'. Since er means two,
 the word 'erhu' may be glossed by a contemporary Chiniese as a two-
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 TABLE 1. Summary of Significant Early Citations of Chinese Friction-Chordophones and Related Instruments

 Instrument Date of Citation Means of Excitation Region/Group Other Details Reference
 Yazheng mid 8th Century Pressed, ya, with a Domestic Old Tang History (see

 moistened-tipped entertainment music Picken, 1965, p. 83)
 bamboo slip

 Zheng 1257 Pressed, ya, with Urban entertainment Possibly a later name Essential Record of Things
 moistened bamboo ensemble for the yazheng and Sorts,...

 Jiqin mid 8th Century Drawn, yin, by bamboo [Not stated] Possibly an alternative Poem by Meng Haoren
 name for the xiqin (see Liu, 1988, pp. 29,

 226)

 Jiqin early 13th Century Pressed, ya, by a [Not stated] Attributed to Ji Kang Chen Yuanjing's A
 bamboo slip (223-263), seven- Comprehensive Record of a

 stringed qin player Forest of Affairs

 Xiqin mid 11th Century Plucked, tan Xi people Poem by Ouyang Xiu
 Xiqin 1101 Pressed, ya, by a 'Popular amongst the Described as originally Chen Yang's Book of Music

 bamboo slip people' a Xi instrument
 Huqin 754-757 [Not stated] Used in a wind and Poem by Cen Shen

 string entertainment (see Zhou, 1987, p. 46)
 ensemble

 Huqin 825 Strummed, bola Poem by Bai Juyi (see
 Picken, 1965, p. 86)

 Mawei late 11th Century [Not stated] NW 'Barbarians' Use of a horse-tail bow Poem by Shen Kuo (see
 huqin is implied Hu, 1956, pp. 224-5)
 Huqin late 14th Century Twisted, lie, by a bow Court ensembles Yuan History (see Picken,

 1965, p. 86)
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 stringed instrument adopted from the northwestern barbarians of
 antiquity. Perhaps because such a suggestive organological attribution to
 a bordering people exists in the names of these types of Chinese fiddle,
 their invention or discovery has not been ascribed to some historical
 or mythological figure, as is the case with certain other Chinese
 instruments.

 This is in direct contrast to the folk stories retained by some of the
 Chinese minority races, the Mongols to the northwest, the Zhuang and
 the Miao to the southwest, for instance. Each of these peoples has their
 own form of two-stringed fiddle, all of which are held to be derived
 from a horse or ox. The original Mongolian horse-head fiddle matouqin
 [morin khuur] and Zhuang horse-bone fiddle maguhu are claimed to be
 the remains of a slain celestial or earthly mount reanimated into fiddle
 form by the bereaved master, possibly following instructions received in
 a dream. The Miao description of their instrument, the ox-leg fiddle
 niutuiqin is more mundane:3 a poor villager loses his ox in a wrestling
 match and thereafter carries around its broken leg to illustrate his sorry
 plight. When the leg putrefies, he constructs a wooden replica which, in
 turn, is eventually strung and bowed to become a musical instrument
 (see Yuan & Zhao, 1989, pp.121-9).

 The significance of these stories to the origin of the erhu is that each of
 these peoples traditionally considers their instrument to be their own
 creation, not an imported object. It is also known that the ancient
 Chinese court imported musicians, their repertoires and instruments
 from its border areas. Nonetheless, it would at present be premature to
 conclude that the bowed fiddle originated amongst these cultures and
 was subsequently transmitted eastwards, since Chinese written records

 of bowed fiddles predate those of the Mongols, Zhuang and Miao. It is
 now pertinent to examine certain of these records.

 As mentioned above, the term 'erhu'is a fairly recent derivation from
 the older name 'huqin'. Written occurrences of 'huqin' have been traced
 back as far as the Tang Dynasty (A.D. 618-907). Reference to a huqin is
 made in poems by Cen Shen (715-775), BaiJuyi (772-846) and Liu Yuxi

 (778-842) (see Picken, 1965, p. 86; Zhou, 1987, p. 45).4 The earliest of
 these, that of Cen Shen, dates from 754-757, that of Bai Juyi from 825.
 Since these sources describe a plucked or strummed instrument,5 if
 mentioning at all how the huqin was performed, there is no need to
 examine them more now. Three hundred years later however, in the
 eleventh century, 'huqin' appears to have become the designation for a
 form of bowed instrument. This shift of nomenclature has disguised the
 invention or adoption of bowed instruments by the Chinese; to shed
 new light on this subject, it is helpful to survey the range of Chinese and
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 foreign instruments and movements from which bowed instruments
 may have resulted.

 One of the earliest Chinese stringed instruments sounded in some
 way other than by plucking or strumming was the zhu, the five strings of
 which were struck with a bamboo rod (see Liu et al., 1987, pp. 90-1,
 342-3; Xiang, 1990; and illustrations in Liu et al., 1988, p. 55). This
 instrument was in use at least as early as 168 B.C. and was still found a
 thousand years later in the Tang period entertainment orchestra.
 Together with it in this ensemble was a related jiqin, or 'struck string
 instrument' (Xiu, 1989, I, p. 113), which was apparently performed at
 the Sui Dynasty (581-618) court as well (Yang, 1964/1981, pp.220,
 255). The zhu, an instrument from northern China, may have led to the
 development of another instrument called the yazheng. On the yazheng,
 however, the strings were sounded through friction rather than by
 striking.

 The earliest mentions of the yazheng appear to be those in the Old
 Tang History: Music Records and in a work by the eighth-century poet Jiao
 Ran entitled Observing the Two Beauties Li Zhong and Cheng Hong Perform
 the Yazheng Song (Yang, 1964/1981, p. 253; see also a slightly different
 reading given in Rault-Leyrat, 1987, p. 96). From these it appears that
 the yazheng was a form of zither [zheng] sounded through the pressing
 (ya) of the strings with a moistened-tipped bamboo slip (illustration in
 Liu et al., 1988, p. 125).6 There was also a closely related instrument, or
 possibly an alternative name for the yazheng (Miao et al., 1985, p. 501),
 the zheng,7 described in the Essential Record of Things and Sorts, both
 Ancient and Modern in Harmonious Combination of 1257 as: 'The zheng's
 shape is like that of the se [twenty-five string zither]. Both ends are
 completely square. It has seven strings, seven bridges and is pressed with
 a moistened-tipped bamboo'. Although now uncommon, a few
 instruments of this form are still in use, one variety being employed to
 accompany local opera in Hebei Province (Miao et al., 1985, pp. 445-6).
 Another may date from the Chinese Emperor Huizong's offer of the
 yazheng, amongst other instruments, to the Korean court in 1116 (Tran,
 1985, p. 84), where it became known as the ajaeng (see also Provine,
 1984, pp.36-7). However, although the strings of the yazheng were
 sounded by friction rather than by striking or plucking, the physical
 form of the instrument was that of a zither. To draw nearer to the origin
 of the bowed fiddle in China, it is necessary to consider a number of
 instruments from the lute family.

 The foremost of these is the xiqin, the instrument of the Xi tribe. This

 was classified as a foreign instrument by the scholar Chen Yang in his
 Book of Music of 1101 (published 1195), although his description of it
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 indicates that he also considered it fairly old. Supporting Chen Yang's
 opinion, Terence Liu (1988, pp. 29, 226) cites a poem by Meng Haoren
 (689-740) in which an instrument 'drawn' (yin) by bamboo is
 mentioned? The Xi tribe, reckoned one of the Hu peoples by their
 Chinese neighbours, were nomadic barbarians who had split into two
 branches in the late Tang period. One of these branches had migrated to
 Hebei and, later, Henan Provinces in central China, not too distant from

 Chen Yang's home in the capital, the city now known as Kaifeng. Chen
 Yang describes the xiqin in these terms:

 The xiqin was originally a barbarian instrument,
 coming from the xiantao, which it resembles,
 and is very popular amongst the Xi tribe. It is
 made with two strings, between which a
 bamboo slip is pressed, and, until today, is used
 amongst the people ...

 The xiantao (literally 'strung rattle-
 [drum]') was a name given to forms ofpipa
 [pear-shaped lute] in earlier times. I have
 been unable to locate any illustrations of it.
 Picken (1955, p.34) has suggested this
 appellation reflected an attempt by xeno-
 phobic scholars to explain how the popular
 pipa was not an imported instrument but a
 genuine Chinese (for which read 'respect-

 able') invention after all. Picken's argument is supported by the fact that the picture of
 the xiqin in Chen Yang's book shows a
 tubular body pierced by a long, probably
 bamboo, handle to which two strings are
 connected by frontally-inserted pegs. The
 shape of the pipa is pear-like in comparison,
 with body gradually merging into neck. If
 the xiantao was a type of pipa then Chen
 Yang's illustration of the xiqin, which he
 said resembled the xiantao, would surely be
 quite different. This illustration is repro-
 duced as Fig.3.

 Other Song Dynasty (960-1279) records
 of the xiqin describe its performance tech-
 nique but do not record further details of its
 structure. As will be discussed below, these
 two elements are linked, the structure

 FIG. 3.

 Chen Yang's
 Xiqin.
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 precluding or enhancing the effectiveness of certain techniques.
 Ouyang Xiu (1007-1072) writes: 'The xiqin was a Xi domestic
 instrument; when they pluck it tears fall from both eyes'.10 Liu Chang
 (quoted in Xue, 1990, p. 80) relates that 'The Xi people's qin was used on
 horseback, ... it has probably not the most notes of all, yet they are
 convenient for the hand and sound continuous'. In the first of these the

 poet describes a plucked instrument, in the second the use of
 'continuous' ('unbroken' would also be a possible translation) could be
 taken to infer a bowed sound, but whether bowed with a bamboo slip or
 by some other means is not clear.

 To achieve resonance on the stopped strings of a plucked lute it is
 necessary to press the sounded string against a fingerboard (or fret), so
 if, as Ouyang Xiu's description suggests, the xiqin could be performed
 by plucking, it must have been formed in a way that permitted this. On
 the other hand, it would be difficult to insert a bamboo slip between the
 strings of an instrument with a fingerboard. There may thus have been
 two different instruments, both named xiqin, a plucked version with a
 fingerboard and one, structured as in Fig.3, sounded by a bamboo
 slip.

 Connected to the xiqin was an instrument (mentioned in the citation
 of Meng Haoren's poem above) now pronounced as jiqin. These may
 have been the same instrument, the latter being an alternate name
 preferred by the Chinese court. Gao Cheng tells us that this jiqin was
 shaped like the older xiantao and not quite like the pipa. Detailing the
 xiantao in his A Record of Origins and Collections of Varieties compiled 1078-

 86) he describes a handle one 'foot' (chi) long with a strung drumhead
 attached to the end. This seems to indicate the type of instrument
 illustrated by Chen Yang rather than the plucked version of Ouyang
 Xiu. Shen Kuo (1031-95), in his Mengxi Memoirs, writes of an incident in
 the Xining reign (1068-77) when the palace entertainer Xu Yan
 performed the jiqin. Despite the snapping of one string, Xu was able
 to carry on, using only the remaining one (Hu, 1956, p. 918).
 Unfortunately however, early Song Dynasty accounts do not describe
 how the jiqin was played, and it is not until the late Song - early Yuan
 Dynasty (1271-1368) writer Chen Yuanjing's A Comprehensive Record of
 a Forest of Affairs (first published between 1264-1294) that we find out
 more than we knew from Meng Haoren's eighth-century poem cited
 above." Chen states: 'Two strings are pressed by a bamboo slip; the
 sound is clear and resonant'. Once again, Chen Yang's description is
 confirmed, and an instrumental form without a fingerboard is
 inferred.

 So far, this account has moved from the early plucked huqin by way of
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 the struck zhu andjiqin towards the friction-sounded yazheng and zheng
 and thence to the two-stringed xiqin andjiqin. Descriptions of these last
 instruments suggest that they existed in both plucked and pressed forms,

 and that the format of the pressed version was probably that portrayed
 by Chen Yang. For the terminology to return full-circle to huqin, a
 further development occurred, one which was to radically alter the
 sonority of Chinese music in ages to come and create a whole new
 category of instruments, those bowed with horse-hair.

 The agent of this change may have been the mawei huqin, or 'horse-tail
 huqin', first described by Shen Kuo (Hu, 1956, pp.224-5) in his
 Song of Triumph:

 The mawei huqin followed the Han chariot,
 Its music sounding of complaint to the Khan.
 Do not bend the bow to shoot the goose within the clouds,
 The returning goose bears no letter.

 Zhong (1989, p.34) describes the mawei huqin in Shen's lyrics as a
 metaphor for barbarian prisoners-of-war led behind the Chinese (Han
 race) army. The bent bow described in the third line of the paean he
 interprets as a picture of the arched bow used to play this huqin, and the
 instrument's sound, he suggests, was suitable for the expression of the
 captured warriors' resentment towards their defeated leader. The Song
 Dynasty author Cheng Dachang (1123-1195) comments in his Sequel to
 Numerous Things Revealed that these (and other) stanzas prepared by Shen
 Kuo for victory celebrations were later written down and disseminated
 by Shen as poems (Hu 1956, p.227).

 If Zhong's interpretation is correct, the instrument must have been

 sufficiently well established amongst the Hu to portray them in this way
 to the intended (Chinese) readers of Shen's poems; it therefore would
 have been in use for some time before the late eleventh century. If the
 mawei huqin resembled the plucked huqin already known in China and
 this plucked instrument was still in use when Shen wrote, then the use

 of both huqin and of 'horsetail' as a qualifier for the new instrument is

 explained. On the other hand, it may be that the mawei huqin was so
 named simply because it was a Hu instrument, 'horsetail' being
 descriptive rather than qualifying in function. Should this be so, it
 cannot be assumed that the new version necessarily resembled the older,
 plucked huqin. It is worth remembering that Shen Kuo did not describe
 the shape of the mawei huqin, or even give its number of strings. It also
 remains possible that mawei refers to the material of the strings rather
 than the bow hair, in which case the instrument may not be bowed
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 at all.'2 To clarify the relationship, if any, between these different types

 of huqin, it is first necessary to sift a little more early evidence of
 imported instrumental forms.

 A Song Dynasty painting, A Tribal Chief Enjoying Music (a detail of
 which is reproduced in Liu et al., 1988, p. 125),13 shows one of these: a
 four-stringed, pear-shaped instrument played by a musician holding a
 long, straight stick (the faintness of the picture and the perspective of the

 bowing hand do not permit a clear view of this stick, but if it is a horse-

 hair bow, it is certainly a much flatter one than any seen in other
 iconographic records until those of this century). Significantly, the
 performers would appear to be bearded barbarians (Hu). If this picture
 is reliable, it means that yet another variety of friction-chordophone was

 used in China during this period, again by foreign musicians. In their
 commentary on A Tribal Chief Enjoying Music, Liu et al. (ibid., p. 125)
 state that the instrument is shaped like a qobuz. And upon examining the
 qobuz in turn, a tenuous link back to the earlier plucked form of huqin is
 uncovered.

 The qobuz, in Chinese transliteration huobusi or huobisi, is a Turkic/
 Central Asian lute, long known in China, with a small, snakeskin-
 covered wooden belly attached to a long neck (Picken, 1965, p. 86). The
 resonating chamber of the instrument may be rounded, although this is
 disguised on the assembled instrument by tapering shoulders connecting
 the soundbox to the neck. This form is shared by two surviving Tang
 Dynasty plucked instruments engraved with the name hulei, now in the
 Palace Museum (Liu et al., 1987, pp. 109-10; photographs in Liu et al.,
 1988, p. 99). Qian Yi's New Book of the South, written during the early
 eleventh century, may describe this pair of instruments (Zhong, 1989,
 p.33):

 Han Jingong went into Sichuan where he felled a rare tree which was as tough
 as purple stone. Craftsmen said 'For the huqin's body, its wood is
 incomparable'. It was satisfactory for two qin: a large one called the large hulei
 and a small one called the small hulei.

 Noting the interchangeability of huqin and hulei in this and other
 records, Zhong (ibid., pp. 34-5, 37) links the hulei to the plucked huqin
 of the Tang period. He then extends his relationship to include a paoqin,
 or 'gourd string instrument', from a captured Funanese orchestra from
 the southwest and present-day southwestern minority race instruments,
 such as the Miao niutuiqin discussed above, by pointing out that Sichuan
 province, the site of this tree-felling expedition, is also in China's
 southwest. This would suggest (although he does not state it explicitly)
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 that Zhong considers the form of the modern erhu to be descended from
 the combination within China of elements originally from China's
 southwest. Difficulties with this theory include the unproven
 assumption that southwestern instruments have remained almost
 unchanged for more than a thousand years. Stronger evidence of this
 would be required to successfully challenge Picken's theory of greater
 modification of the lute form in regions central to its development
 (1975, p. 572):

 The range of modification in peripheral regions of the area of distribution -
 peripheral, that is, in relation to the centre of origin or dispersion - will tend to
 be less than that in the region of origin: and indeed the iconography of lutes in
 Central Asia shows a much greater variety of forms there than in the Western,
 or Eastern, peripheral zones.

 Other theories have been offered too. Zhou (1987, pp. 45-6) outlines
 a scenario wherein one-stringed bowed instruments existed as long ago
 as 3000 B.C. in Arabia. However, their transmission to China was
 delayed because the mounted lifestyle of the tribes in China's western
 reaches made the use by them of bowed instruments impossible. Only
 when these people began to settle could the transmission through them
 begin to take place. This theory certainly appears doubtful: after all,
 there were other routes to China than through these nomads, the
 Central Asian states early achieved a high level of development and
 were long in contact with China before any such transmission took
 place. Also, according to Zhou, those who added the second string were
 the Mongols, not themselves known for a marked aversion to
 equestrianism. However, the proto-erhu reached China, Zhou
 continues, not through the Mongol horse-head fiddle but by way of the
 Persian kamanche and Uighur aijieke (both are forms of spike fiddle) in
 perhaps the fourteenth century. This suggestion is also unsatisfactory,
 since it takes no account of earlier Chinese sources, such as Shen Kuo's

 mawei huqin.

 Although Zhou may be correct to ascribe to the people of the Middle
 East an early role in the development of bowed instruments, the first
 mention of what may be a horsehair bow there dates from the tenth
 century, not 3000 B.C. This is the description by the Persian theorist
 al-Fdrabi (872-950) of an instrumental category, 'the strings of which
 are made to sound by rubbing them together with other strings (autdr)
 or with some material resembling strings' (Bachmann, 1969, p. 25).

 Zhou's description of the transmission of the bowed fiddle also seems
 overly complicated; after all, China had long had well-established land
 and sea links with Central Asia and the Middle East. Adshead's analysis
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 and description of these routes makes clear that cultural exchange was at
 least as significant as trade during the fifth to tenth centuries (1988,
 p.79), one example being the well-documented import of foreign and
 minority race orchestras by the Sui and Tang Dynasties. Presumably, the
 acquisition of new musicians and instrumental forms would have
 stimulated the transmission of new performance techniques as well.
 Major migrations of peoples, such as the splitting of the Xi tribe into
 two parts, would also have speeded a process of transmission of musical
 ideas and instruments from one area to another. In such an environment,

 the use of a horsehair bow to sound stringed instruments could thus have
 been passed relatively quickly from Persia to China.

 The progress of bowed instruments over land to China is suggestive
 of a Central Asian involvement in their creation or popularisation: a
 Near-Eastern instrument might have been expected to spread more
 quickly by sea to China's southern and eastern coastline before reaching
 the interior. Further, the affinity of the Mongols for their own two-
 stringed instruments, 'most pleasant to hear' according to Marco Polo
 (Emsheimer, 1986, p. 9), the barbarian portrayed playing a four-
 stringed bowed lute in A Tribal Chief Enjoying Music, and Shen Kuo's
 very term 'huqin', all support an overland ingress from China's west and
 north.

 To summarise the discussion so far, it may be said that the popular
 etymology of the huqin-erhu stands, although it ignores the probable
 creators of this form of lute, and later its bow, recognising only the
 middlemen who brought the composite item, the bowed lute, to China.
 It further disregards the existence of and development within China of a
 wide variety of friction-lutes and -zithers played by means of a bamboo
 slip. The presence of these instruments prepared the foundation for the
 acceptance of bowed lutes and provided a ready supply of instruments
 which, even if they did not follow the exact structural design of the
 imported huqin, could easily adopt its horse-hair bow technology.
 Adoption of this technical development in China may well have been
 fuelled by the creation of new musical forms such as the urban xiyue
 ['elegant music'] ensemble of the Song Dynasty. The patrons and
 musicians of new genres of this kind, which provided up-to-date
 entertainment music, would have been less likely to resist the use of a
 new instrument or a novel performance technique on an adapted older
 one.

 Thus, I suggest that the horsehair-bowed lute, the conceptual
 ancestor of today's erhu, was imported intact into China, by, at the latest,
 the late eleventh century. Once there, it was grafted onto the more
 established tradition of bamboo-pressed friction chordophones. Given
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 the necessary stimulus of musicians calling for a sustainable string sound
 for use in new musical forms, the players of these latter instruments
 might have in time developed the use of the horsehair bow
 themselves.

 (iii) Adaptation and acceptance, 1279-1644

 At the end of his examination of early Chinese friction-chordophones,
 Picken (1965, p. 89) concludes: 'At what stage the Chinese huqin of Yuan
 times ceased to be like a huobisi [qobuz] (presumably a handle lute) and
 turned into the spike lute of the Qing Dynasty [1644-1911] remains to
 be determined'. This determination may now take place, although the
 process of change appears not to be quite as straightforward as the
 replacement of one lute style with another. In fact, the suggestion that
 the Yuan huqin 'turned into' the Qing spike lute is misleading, since
 varieties of friction-sounded spike lute already existed in the Yuan
 Dynasty, as is shown in the murals of the tenth grotto at Yulin in Gansu
 Province (reproduced in Liu et al., 1988, p. 126) and by the illustration
 of the xiqin in Chen Yang's Book of Music.14

 This question is bound to organology: the differing designs of
 Chinese fiddles in this period reflect alternate technological approaches
 to how the bow hair and strings may be brought into contact above a
 resonating soundbox. The first of these approaches merely adds a bow
 to a standard lute shape. Some modification of the bridge may allow
 easier access to the strings. There is typically a fingerboard, and the bow,

 by necessity, is played outside the strings, not fed between them. Tuning
 pegs would normally be inserted from one or both sides and the
 effective string length in use would be from the bridge on the soundbox
 to the 'lip' at the top of the fingerboard.

 The second approach involves a smaller soundbox pierced by a long
 neck. A fingerboard is unlikely because the bow hair, inserted between
 the strings, needs to pass over the soundbox close to the neck to gain
 maximum resonance. Tuning pegs may be inserted dorsally or frontally
 and a restraining loop may be added both as a tuning regulator (without
 this device or some form of 'lip', the distance between notes a tone
 apart, for example, would be different on each string) and to ensure
 even distancing between neck and strings. This second instrumental
 form is extremely easy to construct and has been adapted frequently to
 use differing materials available across China.

 Information from the Yuan period also may be used to clarify the
 issue of the structure of the xiqin and jiqin. Evidence such as the Yulin
 mural, the surviving xiqin amongst the Chinese Korean minority and the
 haeg m [two-stringed fiddle) in Korea itself all suggest that the xiqin had
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 the form of a spike lute, as in Chen Yang's illustration. Possibly because
 the bamboo slip had been inserted between the strings, the same
 technique was applied to the new technology of the horsehair bow. The
 haegiim reached the Korean court between 1116 and 1392 and shares
 with Chen Yang's xiqin frontally-inserted tuning pegs. On the modern
 Korean instrument the bow hair is fed between the strings and an image
 of it from the early fifteenth century suggests, in line with Picken's
 theory of minimal modification in peripheral places, that there has been
 little technological development of it to the present day.5 Significantly,
 the Koreans have retained two ways of writing the name of this kind of
 instrument in Chinese characters, one of which is read in modern
 Chinese as xiqin and the other asjiqin. This would appear to confirm the
 identification of xiqin and jiqin as two names for the same instrument.

 Another such peripheral region is Fujian Province of southeastern
 China. This area has retained the frontally-inserted tuning pegs of the
 xiqin, its bamboo neck and wooden-faced tubular soundbox in its erxian
 (literally 'two-stringed [instrument]'). The age of the erxian is attested to

 by its mention in a Song Dynasty story (Xue, 1990, vol. III, p.79):
 Jin Yan and He Yu went out of the city as they travelled west in spring ...
 Passing a wine shop, they sat upstairs where Yan took an erxian to 'press' and
 Yu played with him on the xiaoguan [vertical bamboo flute].

 An erxian is also held by the figure of a flying deity in the Purple
 Cloud Hall of the Kaiyuan Temple at Quanzhou, also in Fujian
 Province. This instrument is presumed to date from restoration work
 carried out during the Ming Dynasty Chongzhen reign (1628-1644).16

 Discussion of the haegim and erxian introduces the widening
 employment of spike lutes during the thirteenth to seventeenth
 centuries. By now, certain Chinese palace entertainment instrumental
 ensembles had begun to include the huqin and, according to the writer
 Tao Zongyi (1316- after 1365), the huqin was also makings its presence
 felt in a popular 'Mongolian-style' string ensemble genre known as
 dadayue (Liu et al., 1987, p.347). This was in addition to its existing
 employment noted above in urban ensembles and the homes of such as

 the Xi people. Such an improvement of position is also testified to by the
 huqin's inclusion in the official Yuan History (produced 1369-70, see
 Zhong 1989, p.36): 'The huqin is constructed like the huobusi, with a
 scrolled neck, dragon's head and two strings, which are twisted ['lie'] by
 a bow.17 The bow string is horsetail'. A process of adaptation had begun,
 most prominent of which was the use of the horsetail bow on the spike
 lute shape. In this combination was born the physical ancestor of the
 modern erhu, as opposed to its conceptual predecessor mentioned at the
 end of the first part of this account.
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 A small technical feature encountered in art works of the Ming
 Dynasty period (1368-1644) is the use of the restrairiing loop, first
 recorded in China on a tubular huqin in the late sixteenth-century
 painting Autumn Entertainment at the Unicorn Hall by You Ziqiu (Liu et al.,

 1988, p. 169).18 As mentioned above, this loop has the effect of limiting
 the vibrating part of each string to the same length, as well as ensuring
 that they remain at a balanced height. Without this loop, or a kind of
 fingerboard 'lip', the huqin would be difficult to play in tune since the
 player would have to familiarise himself with different fingering
 distances on each string to produce the same relative intervals. Although
 Chinese musicologists date the loop from its appearance in this painting,
 it is difficult to conceive how the instrument shown in Chen Yang's Book
 of Music (and reproduced in Fig. 3) could have been performed without
 one, unless one string was used as a drone only and melodies fingered on
 the other. It seems more plausible that this detail was overlooked on
 earlier paintings of Chinese spike fiddles (which are very few in
 number). Chen Yang's xiqin is, after all, pictured without its bamboo
 slip.

 Names of instruments were as fluid as their designs during the Ming
 Dynasty. For example, records note the construction of a form named
 the tiqin to accompany the literary kunqu opera style?9 It would appear
 that musicians in many regions of China gave the spike fiddle a new
 name when they adopted it and adapted the general design of the
 instrument to increase its suitability for the local style of opera,
 whatever that might be. Adaptations could be physical, relating to size
 and materials, or conceptual, concerning the fiddle's role and
 responsibilities in the accompanying ensemble as well as stipulating
 features such as register and tuning. This process began towards the end
 of the Ming Dynasty but became important only during the following
 Qing.

 To summarise, the period 1279-1644 saw a widespread acceptance of
 the fiddle by musicians all across China. This acceptance was tempered
 by an equally widespread propensity for adaptation of the instrument
 and a gradual decline of the qobuz-shaped huqin form. At the end of this
 period, 'huqin' appears to have meant what it does today: any one of a
 variety of Chinese spike fiddles with bow hair fed between two strings
 tuned a fifth apart and regulated by a loop of cord.

 (iv) Promotion and proliferation 1644-1992

 The third phase of the erhu's history has been dominated by the themes
 of proliferation and promotion, for in this period the spike fiddle has
 entered almost every musical form in China, gaining a principal position
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 in many. Its adoption by certain opera styles has already been noted, and
 by the mid-seventeenth century this facet of the huqin's employment
 was becoming much admired.

 It was with the rise of the bangziqiang family of opera forms in the
 early Qing period that the huqin is known to have first been accorded an
 important musical position in any of China's dramatic genres. Some of
 these, especially in northern China, employed a spike fiddle with a
 wooden-faced soundbox, a banhu, but the best example of an operatic
 huqin is thejinghu. Beijing opera,jingju orjingxi (literally 'capital opera'),
 was the late-eighteenth-century fusion of two musical systems, xipi and
 erhuang, each of which functions as a set of melodic, structural and tonal
 outlines from which operatic music could be readily created during
 rehearsal and performance. Known together as pihuangqiang, the xipi
 constituent is believed to have developed from various bangziqiang
 melodic, structural and tonal outlines from the provinces of Shanxi,
 Shaanxi and Hubei while the erhuang part, also known as huqinqiang, was
 derived from Anhui Province opera styles (Miao et al., 1985, pp. 293-4).
 Beijing opera was thus a cosmopolitan opera style drawing material
 from both southern and northern China and also from local folk music

 and refined kunqu opera. Both the neck and the small tubular, snakeskin-
 faced body of the jinghu are made of bamboo. Its name combines the
 fing' [capital] of Beijing and the 'hu' ofhuqin. In common with the great
 majority of Chinese fiddles, the bow hair is fed permanently between
 the strings. Old illustrations show a curved bow slackly strung with
 horsehair, but this was superseded during the nineteenth century by a
 straighter bow with continually taut hair (Miao et al., 1985, p. 199).

 Many subsequent opera styles have been influenced by the
 accompanimental style of Beijing opera. For example, Shanghai huju
 and Zhejiang province yueju both have their own musical styles in which
 the accompaniment is led by a fiddle. Typically, both genres have
 evolved their own variety of huqin to fulfil this role. Varieties of erhu
 were also adopted by the performers of numerous forms of shuochang
 and quyi, or ballad singing. Especially in the north, the four-stringed sihu
 (literally 'four-stringed fiddle', with strings arranged in pairs: the
 second and fourth being tuned a perfect fifth above the first and third;
 and bow hair divided into two cords) has proved popular and
 flexible.

 Indeed, the fiddle became a convenient musical workhorse for many
 purposes. It was widely adopted by the blind and the poor, becoming
 almost the badge of the beggar, as necessary to him as his stick and bowl.

 Wei's comment: 'When destitute qingqu [Yangzhou ballad singing]
 artists sold their performances alone, they generally used only an erhu',
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 must have stood for many other musical forms as well (Wei & Wei,
 1985, p. 27).

 One of the most explicit descriptions of fiddle style dating from this
 period is that of Huittner, a German who accompanied Macartney's
 Embassy to China in 1797. He described a form of 'rjenn' [erxian] as
 follows (Harrison, 1973, pp.185-6):

 The rj'enn looks like a rather large wooden mallet, whose head has been
 hollowed out for resonance. The two strings of this instrument do not have a

 fingerboard, but are nevertheless stopped with the fingers like the strings of a
 violin. The timbre of the rj'enn is somewhat hoarse, and is no less so in
 performance, since instead of going from one chord to another by simple scale-
 steps one slides through all the intervening half- and quarter-tones, which soon

 becomes tiring to European ears, although if used sparingly, as in our music, it

 may just as well produce a good effect. The same may be said of their
 continuous tremolo on this instrument.

 The Qing Dynasty saw then both a proliferation of the instrument
 into new musical areas and into the hands of many more musicians,
 especially amongst the lower echelons of society, and its promotion to a
 leading role in various styles of Chinese opera. This promotion resulted
 in the rise, outside the court and urban entertainment ensembles, of

 specialist, professional huqin players whose level of artistry must often
 have been extremely high. An example is Mei Yutian (1869-1914),
 uncle of the famous opera singer Mei Lanfang (1894-1961). Originally a
 kunqu flute player, Mei Yutian transferred to the jinghu when kunqu
 declined (Xu, 1982, pp. 494-5; Mackerras, 1975, p. 58). The increase in
 importance of the huqin would also have contributed to the
 development of its playing technique, and its close association with
 dramatic vocal music to the emulation on the fiddle of the vocal styles
 and nuances of the foremost singers.

 If the history of the Chinese fiddle in the nineteenth century was
 characterised by the growth of a special relationship with the human
 voice, then that in the twentieth has been dominated by the multifaceted
 and profound influences of Western music and Chinese politics. These
 influences have been especially marked in performance technique,
 aesthetics, the organisation and composition of music, and in instrument
 construction. Nonetheless, each of these areas retains, to a varying
 extent, traditional elements.

 Performance technique of the modern erhu owes much to that of the
 violin. For example, players began to use the tips instead of the middles
 of their fingers to press the strings, they began to aim for equal-
 tempered intonation, they developed a vibrato akin to that currently
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 used on the violin in Western classical music and sought an expanded
 range, thus shifting hand position and hence register more frequently.

 Musical thinking changed rapidly so that a solo repertoire performed
 in Western-style concerts was created, for the most part by
 conservatory-trained erhu players (see Stock, 1992). Aspects of
 virtuosity were encouraged and audience expectation gradually
 transformed. Specialism increased and the gap between amateur and
 professional has further widened, with the attitudes of each to his
 instrument diverging.

 Many of these changes must be connected to the collapse of the
 imperial system (1911) and eventual imposition of communism in China
 (1949). Connected to these has been a desire to modernize. Thus,
 instrument design and construction has been thoroughly researched and
 manufacture centrally regulated. Music conservatories were founded to
 nurture a new breed of musicians, who have made far greater use of
 notation than their historical counterparts, and the erhu is now studied in

 a largely Western educational manner. Standardization of performance
 style nationwide would appear to have been the most immediate result
 of this policy.

 On the technical side, a few developments should not remain
 uncited. The Cantonese music expert Lti Wencheng (1898-1981) would
 appear to have been the first to use a steel string on the erhu in place of
 one of the standard silk ones. He also developed a new form ofhuqin, the
 gaohu ('high fiddle'). Wu Zhimin described the erhu's change from a pair
 of silk to steel strings as taking place in two stages.20 In the former,
 completed by approximately 1950, the lower inner string remained silk
 while the higher outer string was a composite derived from a violin E
 string stretched from the stub to the loop and extended to the tuning peg
 by silk. (A violin string was too short to reach the whole distance alone.)
 By 1958 the latter stage was fulfilled with all professional players using a
 pair of purpose-made steel erhu strings as standard.

 Due to this change, the timbre of the erhu was radically altered and
 new technical possibilities were provided, especially in the upper
 register. Coupled with this was a process of refinement which increased
 the volume of the erhu and improved reliability throughout its entire
 range. Modern players, as a result, have a 'smoother', more subtle
 instrument to employ in a variety of new musics exploiting the erhu's
 capabilities. On the other hand, as mentioned above, regional stylistic
 differences have been diminished by use of this modernized erhu.

 The typical dragon-head of traditional Chinese fiddles is less seen at
 present. This is a result of the increasing production of fiddles in
 factories over the last forty years. Carving an intricate head on each
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 instrument would be a time-consuming and thus expensive business;
 mass-produced instruments as well as many specialist ones have instead
 the elegant curve shown in Fig.1.

 Players and craftsmen have also experimented with the creation of
 deeper-pitched fiddles, with the aim of creating Chinese versions of the
 viola, cello and double bass. Examples of these are the zhonghu ('mid-
 [pitched] fiddle') and gehu ('reformed fiddle'), developed in the 1940s
 and 1950s respectively (Miao et al., 1985, pp. 508, 118). The zhonghu is
 much like a large erhu tuned a fifth lower, while the four-stringedgehu is
 modelled upon and tuned just as the cello. The bow hair ofthegehu bow
 is not fed between the instrument's four strings. These instruments have
 been employed in some traditional musical genres but their most
 important role is in the fairly recently devised orchestra of Chinese
 national instruments with its four polyphonic sections of wind,
 percussion, bowed string and plucked string instruments (see Han,
 1979).

 Typical professionals in one of these orchestras are now conservatory
 graduates (over the last thirty years, increasingly women) able to read
 both Western and Chinese forms of notation, and depending on a
 composer to furnish music for their use. Such musicians live in state-
 provided homes and have their lives planned for them to an extent
 presumably undreamt of by the earlier professional Qing Dynasty
 jinghu player.

 (v) Identity and future

 The account above has attempted to assess the history of the erhu within
 China. The remainder of this article will examine the concept of the
 instrument itself and its position within Chinese and foreign literature,
 and discuss perceptions of its future.

 The instrument now known as the erhu carried with it several
 associations. The name itself reminds the Chinese of its barbarian

 antecedents and partly explains the contempt of Chinese scholars in ages
 past for it and, by association, its performers. However, this does not tell
 the whole story, for records of all periods can be found which describe
 positively the capabilities of this instrumental form. One of the earliest
 of these is that of Liu Chang (also mentioned above). Liu describes the
 sound of the xiqin with typical aplomb (Xue, 1990, p. 80):

 S . . the strings of doubled silk are extremely clear and solemn. In the
 high halls may be heard wind, snow and cold, the seated guests droop
 sorrowfully in return. It is a true match for the dongxiao [vertical bamboo
 flute] at singing,...
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 The Yuan Dynasty writer Zhang Yanghao (1269-1329) in his Ode to
 the Huqin claimed, even more metaphorically (Fang, 1938, p. 1):

 The finest of the 'eight sounds' is that of strings. North of the Great Wall is a
 new sound in which each tone is clear and rounded. [The sound is like] an
 oriole calling from a blossoming tree, a phoenix crying at sunrise, a flowing
 brook in a deserted valley ...

 Marco Polo was another enthusiast for whatever variety of two-
 stringed instrument it was that he had heard performed by Mongol
 warriors, and subsequent official disapproval of the instrument seems to
 stem from its widespread use by the peasantry, the blind and the
 destitute rather than its foreign provenance.

 Western writers about Chinese music in the first half of this century
 generally echoed the sentiments of the Chinese literati. Laloy (1909,
 p.78) noted that: 'This instrument is reserved for street singers and
 mendicants who scrape it mercilessly'. His contemporary Souli6 (1911,
 p. 28) describes varieties of huqin and mentions that in many provinces it
 was used by the blind to signal their approach. 'Yet,' he records, 'in the
 hands of an accustomed executant, its tone is sweet, the rhythm and
 movement of the melody are respectable and its very pure accents are
 not without some charm' (ibid., p.30).

 Marks (1932, p. 606) described nearly all of Beijing's professional
 musicians in the early 1930s as blind, and during my own periods of
 research in China, the majority of the musical beggars whom I
 encountered played some kind of erhu and gave the appearance of being
 blind. A blind erhu player known as Abing (1893-1950), whose
 compositions are particularly well known in China, was fairly recently
 'canonised' by the Chinese state in a film, and his life, as presented in
 that medium, now typifies the existence of the pre-Communist folk
 musician to many in China.2

 A similar portrait is painted in Street Corner Musician from Li Mai's

 collection of historical stories involving music (1983, p.201). More
 unusual is the tale of the Tang Dynasty scholar Chen Zi'ang who
 solicited employment by contrasting his worth to that of a 'crudely
 made huqin' which he smashes before a crowd of onlookers hoping to
 hear new music (ibid., pp. 175-8).

 As Terence Liu has pointed out (1988, p. 37), intellectuals tended to
 prove more resistant to the instrument than the lower classes who made

 far greater use of it. Liu deals with the development of the concept of
 the erhu in the twentieth century at some length and duplication is
 unnecessary here, suffice it to say that within contemporary China the
 erhu is no longer considered necessarily a coarse, vulgar or simple
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 instrument, although this attitude was frequently expressed by Chinese
 living in Malaysia with whom I spoke between 1985 and 1987. The
 elevation of its status in the Chinese mainland was a result of the efforts

 of several generations of teachers and performers, some of whom are
 now household names in China, and was carried out in conjunction with
 profound social and educational change, such as the establishment of
 Chinese music conservatories.

 Of the future, many of my informants foresaw no great change.
 Craftsmen talked of refinement not redesign. Players commented on
 the lack of performing, publishing and teaching opportunities, an
 income now regarded by them as low, and a decline in standards of
 student dedication. They talked of a need for a louder instrument with a

 wider range 'like the violin' but saw no immediate way of achieving
 this. Students remarked on the lack of public interest in Chinese
 traditional music, many hoped the erhu might be their means to a more
 lucrative career outside China or looked to singing in bars for a higher
 income than that resulting from employment in a state-run ensemble.

 The erhu now appears to be approaching something of a turning
 point. Having achieved the status of an art instrument, it now may be
 losing the bastion of popular support that sustained it for many hundreds
 of years, and is being implicitly redefined by many of China's youth as
 an instrument more suitable for the portrayal of old Chinese culture and
 the addition of pastoral character to film scores than for the musical
 expression of their personalities. The debate amongst them is no longer
 whether the erhu is respectable or not but whether it is relevant or not.

 Much as in the past, however, those who employ the erhu the most,
 whoever they may be, can be expected to continue their own trends
 whatever the most commonly expressed externalisations by non-players
 might be.
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 GLOSSARY OF CHINESE TERMS

 Important musical terms and instrumental names referred to in the text and
 notes are listed alphabetically below, together with Chinese characters written
 in the 'simple' form now standard in mainland China.

 bavin the 'Eight Sounds', Chinese
 classification of musical
 instruments

 banha ~4i9 two-stringed fiddle with a board-
 faced soundbox

 bangziqiang T R, collective term for related styles of
 Chinese opera

 bolka c '1 'to strum'
 dadavue ) v 'Mongolian-style' string ensemble

 genre of the Yuan Dynasty

 dongxiao z i alternative name for the xiao, a
 vertical bamboo notched flute,
 sometimes called xiaoguan

 erhLu - two-stringed spike fiddle with snakeskin-faced soundbox

 erhuang style of music used injingful and
 other opera forms

 erxian early form of two-stringed fiddle,
 still found in Fujian Province

 gaohu r 4 high-pitched fiddle developed by
 Lui Wencheng

 gehu i 4 recent form of four-stringed,
 cello-like Chinese fiddle

 guzheng t ' see zheng

 guoha , a two-stringed fiddle of the Miao
 Minority

 huju . 'Ii Shanghai opera
 hulei ancient two-stringed lute

 huqin 4 ancient 'barbarian stringed
 instrument', more recently a
 general term for Chinese fiddles

 huqinqiang 4 9 AT alternative early name for erhuang
 (see above)
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 huobusi (or huobisi)  ~. qobuz, Central Asian four-
 stringed lute

 ji 'to strike'

 jiqin n ancient struck stringed instrument

 jiqin variant writing of xiqin, Korean
 haegt~m

 jinghu small, two-stringed fiddle

 jingju (orjingxi) N 1 y ( -4) Beijing opera
 kunqu a literary opera style

 lie 'to twist' [a bow against strings]

 nlguLhu A ' i horse-bone fiddle of the Zhuang Minority

 matouqin - 4 W Chinese name for Mongolian two-
 stringed, horse-head fiddle, morin
 khuur

 mawei huqin W ~ horse-tail fiddle reported upon
 by Shen Kuo

 niutuiqin U a 4 ox-leg fiddle of the Dong and
 Miao Minorities

 paoqin ancient gourd string instrument
 from China's southwest

 pihuangqiang , t " collective term for related styles of Chinese opera

 pipa l e four-stringed, pear-shaped lute

 qin seven-stringed zither; general term
 for 'string instrument'

 qingqu Yangzhou ballad singing

 quyi general term for ballad singing

 rnan i four-stringed, round-bodied lute

 se ancient plucked zither with up to
 twenty-five strings

 shouchang general term for ballad singing

 sihu E9 A four-stringed spike fiddle

 tan 5f 'to pluck'
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 taogu -0 ritual rattle drum

 tiqin Ming Dynasty form of two-
 stringed fiddle (now used for
 instruments of the violin family)

 xipi style of music used injingju and
 other opera forms

 xiqin ancient two-stringed friction
 fiddle of the Xi tribe,Korean
 haegiim

 xiyue ( [music for] a small-scale Song
 Dynasty urban entertainment
 instrumental ensemble

 xiantao questionable early name for the
 pipa or ruan

 xiaoguan vertical flute, see dongxiao

 ya 4L 'to press' [bamboo against
 strings]

 yazheng 4L ' ancient friction zither, Korean
 ajaeng

 yin 51 'to draw' [bamboo across strings]

 yueju A Shaoxing opera

 zheng V zither with up to twenty-five
 strings, also called guzheng

 zheng alternate name of yazheng
 zhonghu * 49 recently invented alto erhu

 Thu inj ancient struck-stringed instrument
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 NOTES

 1 This information has been derived from interviews with craftsmen and
 factory administrators as well as professional players from Shanghai and Suzhou
 carried out during 1989-90 and early 1992.

 2 This is in contrast to the repertories of various other spike fiddles in which
 both strings may be sounded together, for example the gicak of Northern
 Afghanistan (see Slobin, 1976, p.245). Previous Western literature has not
 always noted this aspect of the erhu's performance; see for example Marcuse
 (1964, p. 174).

 3Some sources, for instance Miao et al. (1985, p. 287), state that this
 instrument is typical of the Dong minority rather than the Miao. However, the
 guoha, which is undisputedly a Miao instrument, is almost identical in structure
 to the niutuiqin.

 4 In these paragraphs the findings of Picken (1965) and Zhong Qingming
 (1989) are summarised and combined.

 5 Chinese terms pertaining to the excitation of an instrument's strings have
 been consistently translated throughout this article in the following manner:
 bola, strummed;ji, struck; lie, twisted; tan, plucked; ya, pressed; and yin, drawn.
 Alternative translations have been noted below.

 6 Picken (1965, p. 84) translates ya as 'to creak'.
 7 Despite its identical romanization, a different character for the syllable

 'zheng' is used in each of these two instrumental names (see Glossary). Both this
 zheng and the yazheng should also be distinguished from the twenty-five
 stringed plucked zither named zheng or guzheng popular in contemporary
 China, although they may have been related to its ancient Chinese
 predecessors. Picken (1965, p. 88) discusses this instrument, but romanizes its
 name as 'ch'in', (qin in present day pinyin romanization).

 8 The name of the instrument mentioned in Meng's poem would today be

 pronounced asfiqin but, as Liu notes (1988, pp. 29-30), the character 'ii' was in
 fact pronounced 'xi' in ancient China and was sometimes used in place of the
 character 'xi', as used for the Xi tribe, 'to avoid the negative connotations of
 [that character]'.

 9 Contemporary Chinese sources, such as Li et al. (1989, p.60), often
 describe the xiantao as a forerunner of a different kind of lute, the ruan, which

 has a rounded soundbox and a straight neck, somewhat closer in form to the
 xiqin illustrated by Chen Yang than the pear-shapedpipa. There is also an actual
 rattle-drum called the xiantao; this has a certain, inverted resemblance to Chen

 Yang's xiqin.

 10 I am obliged to Wu Zhimin for this quotation. Xiang (1992, pp. 119, 123)
 names the source of this quotation as Shiyuan Wen Xiqin Zuo, or 'Composed
 upon Hearing the Xiqin from the Examination Hall'.

 11 I am obliged to Liu Dongsheng for the provision of approximate dates
 both for Chen Yuanjing and the original publication of his compendium
 (personal communication, 10.11.91).

 12 Chinese scholars to whom I have suggested this possibility consider it
 over-cautious. Chen Yingshi has also proposed that mawei may be a place
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 name (personal communication, 4.4.92). However, the great majority of places
 with this name in Chinese historical records were located in the south of the

 country, well away from the Hu tribes: Lin Guanfu (personal communication,
 17.4.92).

 13 This painting is held in the Museum of Chinese History, Beijing. The
 exact date of its composition and the identity of its author are unknown: Liu
 Dongsheng (personal communication, 10.11.91).

 14 Liu Dongsheng (personal communication, 10.11.91) dates the composition
 of the Yulin murals to the twelfth century.

 is See Lee (1982, p. 23 and inside front cover). However, cultural reasons
 connected with the use and function of this instrument in Korean court

 ensembles may underlie the desire not to modify the haeguim. Support of
 Picken's theory may in this case be coincidental.

 16 Liu Dongsheng (personal communication, 10.11.91).
 17 Lie may also be translated as 'to turn'. Picken (1965, pp. 86-7) suggests use

 of 'thrummed'.

 18s This painting is held in the Museum of Chinese History, Beijing. The
 exact dates of its composition and of You Ziqiu's birth and death are unknown.
 Also called You Qiu, this artist's earliest known painting dates from 1572 (Shen,
 1987, p. 75; Yu, 1991, p. 28). Dr Robert Provine has shown me Korean sources
 dating from 1451, 1474 and 1493 which portray the restraining loop on
 diagrams of the haegUm (personal communication, 2.9.91). These considerably
 predate You Ziqiu's painting.

 19 Tiqin is now better known as the Chinese name for instruments of the
 violin family.

 20 Personal communication, 16.3.90.

 21 This film, The Moon Reflected on the Second Springs, is discussed by C. P.
 Mackerras (1981, pp. 140-3, 168). In March and April 1992 an eight-part
 television dramatisation of Abing's life was broadcast in China. Although closer
 in some respects to documented events than the earlier film had been, this series

 still presented Abing as an extremely romantic figure, composing his
 masterworks during moments of great passion.
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 (a)  (b)

 PLATE VII

 (a) and (b) Wang Liming, an amateur Erhu player currently residing in Belfast.
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